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A broom-maker went into the woods to gather twigs and sticks. A bird kept following the broom-maker
and heard the stress of surviving. The man looked up, admired the bird, and caught it. He showed his
daughter. The two of them made a cage and enjoyed the music sung by the bird. They cared for the
bird.
One day, the bird laid a golden egg. The broom-maker sent his daughter to sell it in the marketplace. A
well-to-do man offered a bag of gold for it.
The next day, the bird laid another golden egg. Again, the egg was sold to the same well-to-do man but
for two bags of gold. Then, this man asked if the bird could be sold to him. The daughter agreed. The
broom-maker and daughter had so much gold from the sale that they were set for life.
Meanwhile, the well-to-do man kept the bird in a cage. No longer did the bird sing or lay golden eggs.
The bird died. The man took the bird out and found a note, “Whoever eats my head, will find a bag of
gold under his head every morning when waking up, and whoever eats my heart will come to rule the
country.”
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The ordered his cook to prepare the bird. While the bird cooked, two beggar boys asked the cook for
some food. The cook noticed some pieces that fell off the spit and allowed the boys to eat. It happened
to be the head eaten by the oldest boy and the heart eaten by the youngest boy. As for the well-to-do
man, he ate the bird and expected to find a bag of gold under his pillow. Nothing happened.
The boys did not have a place to sleep. They asked to sleep in a farmer’s barn. The next morning, the
oldest found a bag of gold under the straw where he had slept. The boys thought the farmer was
testing to see if they were honest and gave the bag of gold to the farmer.

The boys slept at a different farm the next night. Again, a bag of gold appeared. The boys, not familiar
with gold, thought the coins were a joke or not real and gave it to this second farmer. Yet, this farmer
was surprised and shared some gold with the boys.
On the third night, the boys slept in a cornfield. Still, a bag of gold appeared under the oldest boy’s
head. However, they thought the coins were fake and tossed them around. A merchant boy saw this
and challenged the boys to a gambling game. Eventually, the merchant boy won all the gold coins. The
merchant boy showed his father, and the father asked where the gold was found. The merchant boy
pointed out the two beggar boys on the street. The merchant adopted the two boys. It wasn't long
before the merchant was the richest in town.
The merchant taught the two boys his trade and showed the boys how to care for money.
In another part of the country, the king was dying. The king had no heir and ordered that all young men
aged 18 to 24 be brought before him. A dove would be released. Whichever head the dove landed on,
that young man would be the new king.
The dove was released but would not rest on any head. The king asked if all the young men of the land
were there. It was discovered that the two boys adopted by the merchant were missing. These young
men were summoned. The dove was released a second time. The bird landed on the youngest boy’s
head.
So it was that the oldest boy became a young man, was able to venture on his own, and become the
richest merchant around. The youngest boy also became a young man and king of the country.
As for those mysterious birds, they still fly and seek those who are worthy of greatness.

